Dear <NAME>,

Invitation to take part in an additional part of the 3D study: Improving whole person care

We are looking at different ways that GP surgeries treat and support people who have several on-going health problems. We are asking a small number of the people who are taking part in this study if they would be willing to let us observe the care that they receive from their GP practice. We are particularly interested in the way that the doctor or nurse discusses with you what actions should be taken to improve your health.

We are inviting you to allow the researcher to observe and audio-record or video-record your 3D review or your usual review of your conditions with your nurse or doctor and perhaps have a brief interview afterwards to talk about it.

The enclosed information sheet explains what we have invited you to take part in. Please take time to read this before you decide whether or not you would like to accept the invitation to take part.

Taking part is voluntary. Your decision will not affect the care that you receive from your GP practice or your involvement in the study.

A researcher will contact you by phone in a few days time, to give you more information and discuss whether or not you would be happy to take part. If you would like to go ahead, we will then confirm the date and time that the observation and/or recording will take place.

If you have any questions, please contact <researcher name> at the <University of Bristol/Manchester/Glasgow> on <phone number> or email 3d-study@bristol.ac.uk

Yours sincerely,

<Researcher name>

<University of Bristol/Manchester/Glasgow>
Telephone: <local research site phone number>
Email: <local research site email address>

This study is led by the University of Bristol